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From the author of Catherine, Called Birdy comes another spellbinding novel set in medieval

England. The girl known only as Brat has no family, no home, and no future until she meets Jane

the Midwife and becomes her apprentice. As she helps the sharp-tempered Jane deliver babies,

Brat--who renames herself Alyce--gains knowledge, confidence, and the courage to want something

from life: "A full belly, a contented heart, and a place in this world." Medieval village life makes a

lively backdrop for the funny, poignant story of how Alyce gets what she wants. A concluding note

discusses midwifery past and present. A Newbery Medal book.
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I assumed, wrongly, that because this book was a Newberry winner that it would be a good book for

my daughter to read. The cover makes this book look inviting and is quite misleading about the

book, in my opinion. I realize that many book covers do this.In the future, if I don't know of a book or

it doesn't come from a book list I trust, I am not going to assign the book to my daughter for

reading.The story centers around Beatle, aka Brat, aka Alyce. She is found by the midwife in a dung

heap outside her home trying to stay warm. Brat is the bottom of the food chain and has been as

long as she can remember. She endures the continual abuse of the midwife (and her neglect) for

reasons that are hard for me to understand. She does not see herself as valuable. To the midwife,



she is someone to be used for all she can get out of her. She leaves at one point (spoiler) and still

returns at the end of the story trying to gain the midwife's favor.There are several thematic elements

that I do not think are appropriate for 4th and 5th graders in this book and the book was extremely

difficult for my daughter to stomach who will be in 6th grade in the coming school year. There is an

interesting (if that's the appropriate word) scene in which Brat witnesses the midwife in adultery.

There is so much constant emotional and verbal abuse throughout the book. For my daughter, this

book illustrated to her what abuse looks like. How horrible it is. How it wrecks people. She couldn't

understand why Brat returned to the midwife at the end trying to gain her favor. I explained how

people in abusive situations often return to the situation, though it is horrible for them.
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